The first volume covers the first 'cycles' of apophathic in the Western tradition. Coevans, returning from the commencement of Plato's Phaedrus, the measure of human agency to articulate the ultimate principle of restriction. The second volume begins at the beginning of each volume. Likewise, each essay introduces each selection, picking them within an overarching pattern that unfolds traditional breaches of knowledge, ethical autonomy, and creative prowess. Each volume concludes with a reprise of the material not addressed in the first volume. Finally, the second volume concludes with a reprise of the material not addressed in the first volume. The two volumes successfully realize a massive project to propose and discuss a new field of discourse that provides fresh approaches to Western thought as a whole. In short, William James demonstrates the centrality of apophathic discourse to the Western tradition. The two volumes conclude with a reprise of the material not addressed in the first volume. The two volumes successfully realize a massive project to propose and discuss a new field of discourse that provides fresh approaches to Western thought as a whole. In short, William James demonstrates the centrality of apophathic discourse to the Western tradition.
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Despite these restrictions, the more recent Franciscans' work is nothing less than an essential reading for philosophers. These two volumes are worth of serious attention. I have to be sure I know everything before I can think of nothing else.
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